
The role of black holes in galaxy evolution 



Black hole phenomenology 

We’ve already discussed the 
extremely good evidence that the 
Milky Way contains a central BH 
of mass 4×106M¤, and there is 
good evidence that most, possibly 
all, massive galaxies host a similar 
object. 

Where do they come from? 
Uncertain:  certainly BH of mass up to ~ 10 
M¤ are the natural endpoint of the most 
massive stars.    Such objects are seen in our 
Galaxy, e.g. in X-ray binary systems.  
 
They can grow to large masses either by 
accreting gas (emitting radiation – see below), 
or by merging together (emitting GW!) 



AGN phenomenology (from 1962 onwards) 
Some galaxies (~ 1%) have conspicuously 
bright nuclei especially in the optical/uv and 
X-ray, which may be much brighter than the 
entire surrounding galaxy.   BH accretion 
only plausible source for these quasars. 

3C	273		z	=	0.16	

3C	405		=	Cygnus	A				z	=	0.05	

Brightest nuclei have 
very broad emission 
lines, indicating gas 
moving with velocities 
of order 104 kms-1 
around a compact object. 

Other AGN have only narrow emission lines, but this 
may be due to orientation effects, i.e. obscuration by 
a dense torus around the central region. 

Finally, some AGN are associated with strong radio 
emission produced by relativistic particles 
transported by jets:  radio galaxies and radio-loud 
quasars. 



Accretion disks 
Matter that has lost energy near to a black 
hole will naturally settle into an accretion 
disk (minimum E for given J). 
 
Torques within the disk (magnetic fields etc) 
will lead to mass flux inwards and angular 
momentum flux outwards. 
 
Gas will convert kinetic energy to thermal 
energy which will be radiated away. 
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Newtonian derivation by Laplace gives 
vesc = c at Rs, so a good fraction of rest-
mass must be liberated as material 
approaches Rs.  GR gives last stable orbit 
at 3 Rs. 



Accretion onto black holes 
 
The Eddington luminosity 
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There is in fact a maximum rate of accretion:  Ionized 
matter near to an intense source of radiation 
experiences a force away from the source due to 
radiation pressure….   

… that may be comparable to the gravitational 
force towards the source.  

The “Eddington luminosity” is the 
luminosity at which these two balance.  
At higher luminosities, accreting material 
will be blown away from the black hole.   



The Eddington ratio and the Eddington timescale 
(a.k.a. the Salpeter timescale) 
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The luminosity of an accreting black hole will be some fraction of the 
rest-mass equivalent of the accretion rate.  The last-stable orbit of matter 
around a non-rotating black hole is at 3Rs.  The radiative efficiency of 
accretion via accretion disks is estimated to be about 10%.          

We can then compute the Eddington accretion 
rate as that accretion rate that will produce the 
Eddington luminosity.  In principle**, black holes 
cannot accrete faster, because then they would 
blow away their fuel. 
** broadly true with some caveats about 
geometry etc. 

Accretion at the Eddington rate leads to an 
exponential mass increase, with timescale 
given by the Eddington timescale  

Note, this is short, but not very short (e.g. at z = 6, tH ~ 20 tEdd, so 
max growth through luminous accretion ~ 9 dex) 
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What accretion rate would be expected for a black hole sitting in a static thermally supported 
gas cloud? 

A rough order of magnitude estimate is as follows.   The effect of the black hole will 
become significant when the gravitational potential energy of the BH is comparable to the 
thermal energy of the gas: 

This defines a “sphere of influence” of radius , rA.   
Matter entering this region will eventually accrete.   
This is larger than the Schwarzschild radius (but not 
infinitely so!). 

The mass flow into this region is therefore given by 
the speed of particles and their density at this 
radius: 

For typical gas temperatures and densities at the center of a hot halo, this is is typically 
2-3 dex below the Eddington rate.   So we start to see that BH may well have an active 
state (L ~ LEdd) and a quiescent state (L << LEdd) 



How can black hole accretion inject energy into surroundings? 
 
We saw how release of potential energy by matter falling into BH is a potentially very 
large source of energy.    Can distinguish between two modes 
 
So-called “quasar mode” from optically luminous AGN 
Emission from hot accretion disk due to high accretion rate black hole 
•  Heating of gas through photo-ionization of neutral gas by ultraviolet and X-rays 
•  Production of wind-outflows analogous to SN-driven outflows. 
These may remove gas from the galaxy.  But how to keep it out? 

Also, so-called “radio mode” from 
jets from low accretion rate BH  
•  Jets of relativistic particles from 

low accretion rate black holes can 
propagate far into surrounding 
medium depositing energy into hot 
gas in halo. 



Evidence for radio mode energy injection 

There is now good evidence of bubbles 
(cavities) of very hot low density material 
produced by these jets, seen as holes in the 
X-ray images). 
 
What happens to this energy? 

Energy E0 expended by the AGN jet in 
inflating the bubble to initial V0 with 
pressure P0  

E0 =U +W ~ 1
γ −1

P0V0 + P0V0 =
γ

γ −1
P0V0

The bubble will suffer a bouyancy force 
because it is immersed in a denser (cooler) 
medium of density ρ.   

fbouy = ρV
dΦ
dr



So, as the bubble rises to the surface of the halo, essentially all the initial E0 that 
inflated the bubble is deposited as frictional energy (heat) in the medium. 

The bubble will therefore rise in the halo, with a speed 
such that the drag force from the medium equals this 
bouyancy force.  The energy injected by this drag force 
into the medium is therefore given by: 
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Now, we can assume the bubble expands adiabatically, so PV γ = constant
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Putting these three together, we get 



So, in summary, energy released by black holes can do the job: 
•  They can expel material from galaxies (like SN) 
•  Most importantly, they can keep the halo hot. 
The question is, do they? 
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Reverse-engineering the co-evolution of 
the AGN and galaxy populations 

 
(Caplar et al 2015, 2018) 
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From	Kormendy	&	Ho	(2014)	

Similar cosmic histories of mass 
build-up (but BH accretion a bit more 

peaked?) 

Correlations of black hole mass 
and galaxian properties (e.g. 
velocity dispersion σ) 

Aird	et	al	(2015)	

Evidence for some kind of  “co-evolution” of galaxies and their central black holes  
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Links	between	φAGN(L,z)	and	φSF(m,z):			Caplar	et	al	2015		

The AGN luminosity- 
function (QLF): a 
double power-law 
characterised by 
(evolving) φ*AGN and 
L*AGN, plus two (more 
or less fixed) slopes. 

The star-forming galaxy mass-
function: a Schechter function 
with evolving φ*SF and constant 
M* (and α), leading to a precise 
phenomenological description of 
quenching 
(Peng et al 2010). 

Hopkins	et	al	(2007)	

Ilbert	et	al	(2013)	



Three Ansätze  (adopted for analytic simplicity) 
1.  Radiatively efficient AGN are found in star-forming galaxies (so we only 

need consider φSF(m,z) of star-forming galaxies). 
2.  The Eddington ratio distribution ξ(λ,z) of black holes is independent of black 

hole mass (and also galaxy mass). 
3.  Co-evolution:   Simple first idea:  mBH grows in step with mstar

 with some 
small gaussian scatter about a mean (mBH/mstar) value that is independent of 
mBH (and mstar) but which may change slowly as f(z).	

Convolution model of Caplar+ 2015 

We take the Eddington ratio distribution ξ(λ,z) to be a double-power-law 
characterised by the knee at (λ*,ξλ*) plus two slopes either side.  With these 
Ansätze, the QLF is then a simple convolution of these functions, producing a 
double power-law quasar luminosity function..	
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Convolution model of Caplar+ 2015 

Func%on	 Parameters	

Galaxy	mass	funcQon	 MSF*,	φSF*,	αSF	

Black	hole	to	stellar	mass	 (mBH/mstar)	with	σm,

Eddington	raQo	distribuQon	 λ*,	ξλ*,	δ1,	δ2	

AGN	luminosity	funcQon	 L*,	φQLF*,	γ1,	γ2	

γ2 = δ2
γ1 =max −αSF,δ1( )

L*
M *

=1038.1. λ *. mBH

mstar

"

#
$

%

&
'. ΔL δ1,γ2,σ m( )

φQLF *
φSF *

= ξλ *. ΔL δ1,γ2,σ m( )

factors	of	order	unity	
due	to	convoluQon	

ξλ*	is	a	generalised	AGN	
“duty	cycle”	

Degenerate	
in	λ*	and	
mBH/mstar	

This very simple convolution model gives analytic relationships between the 
(observed) parameters of the galaxy mass function and of the AGN luminosity 
function and the (unknown) parameters of the model: i.e. the evolving (mBH/mstar) 
and λ*, ξλ* (and, of less interest, the various slopes).	



L* and φ* of the evolving AGN luminosity function 
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Back to z ~ 2, there 
is a steady decline in 
φ* and a steady 
increase in L*.  Not 
well-defined at z > 2. 



First look at the ratio φ*AGN/φ*SF	 

Caplar+2015	

ξλ*  is the height of the knee in the 
Eddington ratio distribution).  It is a 
general “duty cycle”, i.e. it is related 
to what fraction of BH are “active”, 
i.e. what fraction of the time a given 
BH is active. 
 
From this analysis, ξλ* is 
(surprisingly) constant back to z ~ 2 
(see later). 

φQLF *
φSF *

~ ξλ *
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Since M*SF is constant, how much of this 
evolution in L* is due to evolution in the 
characteristic Eddington ratio λ*, and how 
much to evolution in (mBH/mstar)? 
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This ratio evolves as (1+z)4 back to z ~ 2, 
then reverses(?) at higher z 

! = !!""
!!"

  	 	

Now look at the ratio L*AGN/Μ*SF	 
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Breaking the λ*-(mBH/mstar) degeneracy using SDSS (L,mBH) data 
O
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SD
SS
	d
at
a	

mBH

mstar

= (1+ z)2

mBH

mstar

= constant

Black-hole masses from 
line widths etc (Shen et al 
2011, Trakhtenbrot et al 
2012) 

✔	

✗	
Roughly (1+z)2 evolution in (mBH/mstar) is clearly 

favoured by SDSS data, implying similar evolution 
in λ* to get (1+z)4 in the product of the two. 
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Generation of local scaling relations with stellar mass 

z=2	 z=0	

Evolution of mBH/mstar will introduce scatter in 
z ~ 0 relation because galaxies will have 
quenched at different epochs (mean <zQ> ~ 
1.5).   
 
We would then expect that  
•  offsets correlate with quenching epoch (i.e. 

stellar age),  
•  actively accreting systems are offset from 

quenched ones (from earlier epochs). 
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The mBH-σ4 relation 

mBH

mstar

∝ 1+ z( )2 ⇔
mBH

σ 4 = constant

r
m
∝ (1+ z)−1⇔σ 2

m
∝ (1+ z)

The (1+z)2 evolution in mBH/mstar therefore EITHER 
•  could “explain” why mBH-σ is tighter than mBH-mstar without any causal 

link to σ, OR 
•  could be caused by an underlying constant mBH-σ relation 

Evolution in mass-size relation for star-
forming galaxies implies evolution in Faber-
Jackson relation for passives (seen e.g. Belli et 
al 2014) 

⇒ mstar ∝σ
4 (1+ z)−2

Belli	et	al	(2014)	



fQ(mstar,mBH)	

•  Galaxies form stars as on sSFRMS(m) and quench according to Peng+(2010) 
stellar mass-quenching (nothing to do with BH mass), as in Lilly & Carollo 
(2016) 

•  SF galaxies have mBH/mstar evolving as (1+z)2 as in Caplar+ (2015) 

Produces strong apparent (and potentially misleading) 
dependence of fQ on BH mass rather than stellar mass. 
	

Cautionary aside: Difficulty of establishing causality		
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Is the Caplar+15 co-evolution model self-consistent?			

Known issue:  It is hard for mBH/mstar to evolve down fast enough in this co-
evolution scenario , because galaxies have too massive BH at earlier times. 

Obvious solution: 
Have BH grow on short timescale at the end of SF life, i.e. associated in 
some way with quenching (see also Dubois+2015, Bower+2017 from 
simulations).  This is an apposite extreme of co-evolution. 

No:  it did not include star-formation and therefore there was no required 
self-consistency between the build-up of stellar mass and BH mass and 
the evolving mBH/mstar ratio. 
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mBH/mstar	distribuQon	 BH	mass	funcQon	

BH	mass	funcQon	 AGN	luminosity	funcQon	

Eddington	raQo	distribuQon	

Eddington	raQo	distribuQon	SF	galaxy	mass	funcQon	

“Quenching”	mass	funcQon	

Three Ansätze 
1.  Radiatively efficient AGN are found in star-forming galaxies 
2.  The Eddington ratio distribution ξ(λ) is independent of black hole mass 
3.  Co-evolution: Now, mBH growth occurs only at the end of the star-forming 

life of a galaxy with some λ-distribution, and with the final (mBH/mstar)Q 
possibly evolving(?) as f(z). 

Modified convolution model in Caplar+ 2018 (scenario 2)  

Peng	et	al	
2010	



We define as before: 

We also know from Peng+2010 formalism that the 
fraction number of “quenching” galaxies, is given 
by the sSFRMS times how long the quenching phase 
is, which we’ll set to τ* 

Combining these removes the degeneracy 
that we had before between λ* and 
mBH/mstar, because we can get  

φAGN
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This gives the typical 
time to grow the BH 

This is what we had before, but now we can express 
SFRD = sSFR × M* × φ*SF   and  
BHARD = L*AGN × φ*AGN / ε

We now see that the mysterious constant duty cycle that we had before 
simply arises because (fascinating) λ* evidently evolves like sSFRMS! 
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BHARD/SFRD	gives	the	evolving	[mBH/mstar]Q	raQo	

Use either Ilbert+2013 + sSFRMS or 
MadauDickinson(2014) for SFRD .  
Use Hopkins+07 or Aird+15 for X-ray LF and BHLD 

Or	the	simple	SFRD	from	MD2014	

27											Hopkins+07	LF 	 	 								Aird+15	LF		

Ilbert-based	“SFRD”	(gives	self-consistent	quenching	rate)	

Approx (1+z)1.5 evolution 
in (ε)[mBH/mstar]Q  to z ~ 2 
is output, close to the 
(1+z)2 that we had had to 
input in Caplar+15 to 
match the SDSS (mBH,L) 
data. 
Plus, we need a decline at 
higher redshifts in mBH/m* 
or is it a change in ε? 
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BHARD/SFRD and L*/M* gives evolving Eddington ratio l* 

Ilbert-based “SFRD” (gives self-consistent treatment of quenching rate) 

Simple SFRD from MD2014 

										Hopkins+07	LF 	 	 																Aird+15	LF		

λ* initially rises as 
(1+z)2.5, i.e. like the 
sSFRMS, until it reaches 
of order unity at z~2, at 
which point it flattens.  
Beautiful 

the epoch-dependent characteristic Eddington ratio λ* 
is derived purely from these observed quantities 

λ* ~ ε
k
LAGN
*

MSF
*
SFRD
BHLD
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The (LX,mBH) plane is now an output prediction, rather than an input to break 
the (mBH/mstar)-Eddington ratio degeneracy as in Caplar+15  

Black-hole	masses	from	
line	widths	etc	(Shen	et	
al	2011,	Trahktenbrot	et	
al	2012)	

mBH/mstar	input	as	(1+z)2	mBH/mstar|Q	output	as	(1+z)1.5	
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“observed”	
relaQon		
Moster+	
(2010)	

saturaQon	
of	baryon	
conversion	
without	
quenching		

cosmic	baryon	limit	

naïve	extrapolaQon	of	
conversion	efficiency	Black holes are able to grow to 

“dangerous” levels only when SN-
driven feedback becomes inefficient 
at expelling gas from the galaxy or 
halo. 
•  Hydro simulations   

 Seth: Dubois+2015,  EAGLE: 
 Bower+2017 

•  Semi-analytic models 
 Henriques et al 2019 

The “coincidence” explained: 
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Bottom line 

Simple convolution model with BH accretion associated with end of SF history of 
galaxies works very well. 
 
•  z > 2: Limited by Eddington ratio ceiling λ* ~ 1, with ε [mBH/mstar]Q increasing 

with time (perhaps change in ε?) 
 

•  z < 2: Characteristic Eddington ratio λ* declines proportional to the decline in 
sSFRMS, i.e. as (1+z)2.5, producing the constant duty cycle and with [mBH/mstar]Q 
also decreasing as (1+z)1.5 (σ-limited or something else??). 

 
This ties the quenching of galaxies to the end of efficient SN-driven winds as in 
Bower et al 2016 (EAGLE), Henriques et al 2019 etc, “solving” our 2014 
“coincidence” of quenching. 



Final digression: 
Is quenching real? 



The	“grow	and	quench”	paradigm	
SF
R	

Stellar	mass	

Leading	to	some	key	quesQons	
in	galaxy	evoluQon:	
	
•  What	quenches	star-formaQon	

in	some	galaxies?	
•  What	controls	the	evoluQon	of	

the	Main	Sequence	sSFR?	
•  What	is	the	link	to	structure	and	

morphology?	
•  What	is	relaQve	contribuQon	of	

mass	increase	due	to	mergers?		
i.e.	sMMR	vs	sSFR	

•  What	is	the	link	with	central	
supermassive	black	holes?	

Factor	of	20	
decline	since	z	=	2	



The “grow and quench” paradigm: a cosmic conveyor belt 

Continuous “flow-through” of galaxies 
(and of gas in galaxies). 
Galaxies steadily grow in stellar mass 
until they reach the quenching mass 
(likely related to combination of BH 
growth and halo temperature) or until 
they have the misfortune of becoming a 
satellite. 

Growth
	of	dark

	maner	ha
loes	

log	mass	

Rate of 
cosmic 
evolution 
driven by 
growth of 
haloes 

Stars	

Original	artwork	from	Bruno	Bingelli?	

Passive	
galaxies	

This view ties the growth of 
galaxies very closely to the 
growth of DM haloes in a 
ΛCDM universe. 



Unorthodox views:  a return to pre-ordained evolution 

Contrast with the older view of a galaxy “forming” in the early 
Universe and then going through its evolution in some pre-ordained 
way.   A bit like a “closed-box” chemical model. 



Unorthodox views:  a return to pre-ordained evolution 

2000	representaQve	galaxies	

The SFRD of the Universe as a whole is rather well-
represented by a log-normal function in time. 

Abramson et al suggestion:  model SFR(t) of 
all galaxies as an (arbitrary) log-normal, 
defined by some peak epoch To and width τ . 
 
 To and width τ are chosen based on z = 0 
sSFR(m) + SFRD(z) + constraints on 
sSFR(m,z): 
  



Unorthodox views:  a return to pre-ordained evolution 

Abramson et al (To, τ) as f(m) produce sensible 
enough SF histories for galaxies as f(m).    
 
Note how, in the top-right panel, the overall width τ 
is required to be inversely correlated with mass.  
This is a well-known observational fact 
(downsizing) (it is btw a natural consequence of 
grow and quench).  
 
 Indeed, star-formation histories are very similar to 
a conventional grow and quench model. 
 



Pre-ordained or grow and quench?  Does it matter? 

Yes!  The questions you ask depends on what (picture) is in your head: 

“Pre-ordained” 
•  Why is there apparent “down-sizing” 
•  Why is the SFR history in individual 

galaxies apparently log-normal? 

Also likely to give rather different perspectives on  
•  Gas content – driver of evolution or a consequence of it? 
•  Chemical evolution –	modified-closed-box or flow-through? 
•  Environment effects –	imprinted at birth or just  

an “accident” later? 
•  Structure (spheroid vs. disk)	–	spheroids from short τ or at 

         early epoch? 

Conveyer belt “grow-and-quench” 
•  What drives the evolution of the Main 

Sequence? 
•  What quenches SF in galaxies and on 

what timescale? 

1010-1011-1012	

1010-1011-1012	


